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OMNISTRUCT
IS A DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
FIRM WITH
COMMUNITY,
INNOVATION
AND INTEGRITY
AT ITS CORE.

OUR STORY

WHY OMNISTRUCT

WITH COMMUNITY, INNOVATION,
AND INTEGRITY AT THE CORE OF
EVERYTHING WE DO, OMNISTRUCT
SPECIALISES IN END-TO-END
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, RETAIL
AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
THAT ARE TRANSFORMATIVE,
FUNCTIONAL AND CUTTING-EDGE.

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION AND AN EYE
FOR THE SMALLEST DETAILS
ARE NOT WHAT MAKES
OMNISTRUCT STAND OUT FROM
THE CROWD - WE CONSIDER
THIS KIND OF EXCELLENCE AS
MERELY THE BASELINE FOR
EVERY PROJECT WE DELIVER.

Throughout our experience in commercial, retail, and
residential developments, every member of our team has
cultivated the kind of hands-on knowledge and rich skill base
that only comes from experience.

At Omnistruct, our purpose aligns with yours - the true
meaning behind each development, and the positive
impact our designs will have on the community they
serve. We believe that exceptional design has the power
to transform an environment, enhancing the daily lives
and wellbeing of the people that encounter it.

That means, from the first moments of ideation and design
through to the final touches on your project, you can have
confidence knowing that you have the highest calibre team
in residential builds and construction behind you.
From insightful knowledge, adopting an agile approach and
remaining dynamic, at Omnistruct we pride ourselves on
providing uncompromising standards and quality throughout
each of our touch points.

That’s why our expert team coordinates a streamlined
and stress-free project environment that turns our
innovation and experience into the kind of development
your community deserves.
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OMNISTRUCT +
RESIDENTIAL BUILDS

OUR RESIDENTIAL
SERVICES INCLUDE:

THROUGHOUT OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN APPLYING INNOVATIVE
DESIGN AND SEAMLESS DEVELOPMENT
ACROSS BOTH THE COMMERCIAL AND
PRIVATE SECTORS, WE’VE HAD THE
HONOUR OF REDEFINING THE CONCEPT
OF END-TO-END RESIDENTIAL BUILDS
FOR CLIENTS AND COMMUNITIES ALIKE.

We pride ourselves on personal, individual service, which meets
each client’s specific needs, with experienced and qualified
tradesmen across all sectors of the construction industry.
These include;
• Any type of difficult site.
• Design and construction of residential, commercial and industrial
developments – full brick, brick veneer, light weight construction,
tilt up/precast panels and suspended slab construction.
• From first story additions to million dollar residences with home
theatre systems, automated lighting, basement parking, roof top
terraces, swimming pools and detailed landscaping.

With an in-house team of experts across both design and
construction, we’re committed to providing a considered and
comprehensive approach to residential projects, with excellence
and quality at its core.

• Apartment fit-outs.
• Alterations and additions.

From the ideation and planning phase through to the finished project,
Omnistruct streamlines and considers every aspect of a residential
build, managing your development through to completion on time,
on budget and aligned with your vision for its future.
With a network of experienced and qualified tradesmen and close
relationships with the best suppliers in our industry today, we design
and construct custom Architectural homes that align with our
commitment to exceptional quality and award winning designs.
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OUR PROCESS
THE RIGHT SELECTION OF BUILDER
SHOULD NOT ONLY BE BASED ON
THE QUALITY OF HOMES THEY BUILD,
BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY WHAT
PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES THE
SELECTED BUILDER IMPLEMENTS.
This ensures quality, schedules and costs are monitored
and maintained, as these factors are the most critical to the
organisation and success of any project. This also includes
understanding the level of supervision allocated and required for
your project, along with the current commitments of the builder,
contractors and their ability to manage the required workloads.
Our long term relationship with our contractors ensures a positive
and enjoyable environment during the construction of your home.
This relationship is also extended after your home is complete to
ensure a problem free warranty period.
Typical stages of our process is as follows;

STAGE 1

STAGE 4

STAGE 2

STAGE 5

Discuss the project
and inspect the site.

Engage architect
or provide pricing.

STAGE 3

Contract signing
and programming.

Construction.

STAGE 6
Handover.

Council approvals.
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THE GRASMERE PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD
CONTRACT VALUE:
$1.8 MILLION
HIGHLIGHTS
• Designer interiors
• Designed for entertaining
• Alfresco living
• Lap pool to relax
Omnistruct was engaged to design
and construct a pavilion style residence,
maximising the views of the rural
landscape and also creating a
split-level design to compliment the
gentle slope to the rear of the property.
Using the combination of raw materials
such as cedar cladding, spotted gum
strip flooring, external decking and
basalt tile cladding.

Other features included; heated
polished concrete floors, commercial
glazing, timber veneer joinery, axlotyl
front door, wood fireplace, with the
internal alfresco BBQ that adjoins
the tiled and solar heated lap pool
in the center of the home to absorb
the northern sun, and eliminate any
southerly winds.
The ceilings are acoustically treated
with concealed pelmet lighting. The
entire home is c-bus automated with
Sonos surround sound throughout this
very unique home.
The outdoor pergola area is finished
with recycled bricks from the brick
pit and recycled polished concrete
bench. With hardwood framed
pergola and stools decorated with
a grape vine for protection from the
harsh western sun.
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THE ABBOTSFORD PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD
HIGHLIGHTS
• Detailed interiors
• City apartment living
• City views
• Superior kitchen
Omnistruct were engaged to construct a
modern full brick suspended slab duplex
with underground basement parking.
This build was completed with modern
inclusions such as;
•

Engineered flooring

•

Veneered joinery

•

Polished concrete

•

Energy efficient glazing

•

Designer fixtures and fittings

Some challenges encountered during
contruction included restricted access
due to location, sandstone excavation
and extended lead times on imported
fixtures and fittings.
The entire build was 12 months from
start to completion and was delivered
on budget. Our client was delighted
with the outcome and would have no
hesitation working with Omnistruct in
the future.
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THE CREMORNE PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.5 MILLION
HIGHLIGHTS
• Detailed interiors
• Detailed for lifestyle living
• Alfresco living
• Beautiful bush views
Custom homes and difficult sites is
what Omnistruct specialise in and this
project fits both categories. The access
is via a battle axe driveway, the site
also has a 26 metre fall from the street
level to the rear yard, combined with a
1200m3 rock excavation to create this
multi-level home.
Our specialist earthworks contractor
manufactured a custom oversized
Bisalloy bucket for his Bobcat to reduce
the loading time via the 50 metre long
driveway and also reduce the overall
excavation cost for our client. The
subsurface drainage is a major item on
these sites which the ‘general builders’
underestimate, where Omnistruct offers
our client’s the attention-to-detail and
commitment of a leak and moisturefree home.

During excavation these items are
considered from the start which
minimises additional earthworks costs
required by the plumbers, electricians
and landscapers, and also helps fast
track the program which is regularly
monitored. The thermally glazed
windows with full brickwork and
foam insulated light weight rendered
cladding, combined with timber
white wash strip flooring makes for a
comfortable living space.
Internal features include the central
spine stair with matching hardwood
treads and handrails, marble tiled
bathrooms and ensuite. This clearly
reflects the quality of our tradesmen
in this Cremorne project. The views
to Cremorne Point from the main
bedroom balcony are spectacular
and the grand presence of the 4
metre ceilings from the entry to the
living and dining rooms also provides
a great space..
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THE NEWPORT PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD
HIGHLIGHTS
• Custom Joinery
• Infinity Pool
• Alfresco Living
This property is situated on a 1745 sqm
block along the coastal line of the South
Pacific Ocean and only a short walk from
Newport beach.
The interior of this project features:
•

Detailed polyurethane panel wall
joinery throughout the residence

•

Fluted decorative glass shower screens

•

Cbus automation

•

Herringbone Oak flooring

•

Raked ship lapped ceiling lining

•

Marble bench tops

•

All bedrooms with ensuites including in
wall cisterns and floor to ceiling tiling

•

Designer fixtures and fittings

the 40m cliff face. The pool excavation
took 1 month of grinding and the 6m high
concrete wall to retain the neighbours
property was 500mm thick with anchors
into the rock to retain the shelf.
Extensive tiered landscaping works
to the front and rear of the property,
including retaining walls and hardstand
area to accommodate for 6 cars. The
surrounding external pavements were
finished with granite random imported
Spanish tiles.
The conversion of the detached garage
at the front of the property into a studio
consist of minor changes to include a
bedroom, living and bathroom space.
This was completed with new external
doors and windows and new internal
finishes.
The redevelopment of this luxurious
hampton stlye home took a total of 14
months to complete.

Omnistruct built the new inground glass
mosaic swimming pool finished with
European mosaic tiles and an infinity edge
overlooking Newport beach rockpool.
The construction of the pool meant that
Omnistruct had to excavate 6m deep into
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THE RIVERVIEW PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD
CONTRACT VALUE:
$1.8 MILLION
HIGHLIGHTS
• Designer interiors
• Architecturally designed
• Alfresco living
• Designer pool and pool house
Situated in the Lower North Shore
of Sydney this Riverview project
is a modern example of a quality
architecturally designed masterpiece,
designed and built to entertain.
This contemporary home features large
format thermal glazing throughout that
naturally brightens up the dwelling.
The large alfresco area includes an
operable roof, spotted gum timber
screens, outdoor fireplace and large
format tiles that blends the line between
indoor and outdoor.

To calm the senses and to tie the
design together, solid concrete
feature walls and exposed steel
members were utilised throughout to
continuously reference the robustness,
solidarity and quality of this home.
A designer kitchen and walk-in
pantry featuring state of the art
stainless steel appliances and a
modern hexagonal tile splashback,
that not only catches the eye, but
ensures it can handle the roughest
master chefs.
A glass balustrade attached to an
open riser timber staircase not only
serves a critical purposes, but adds
to the appeal of this high class home.
Something that should truly be
admired in every way shape and form.
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THE NORTH BALGOWLAH PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
RENOVATION
CONTRACT VALUE:
$1.2 MILLION
HIGHLIGHTS
• New alfresco living
• Modern refurbishment
• New staircase
• Detailed bathrooms
Our scope was to revive this 8 year old
2 storey home with a contemporary
refurbishment upgrading the facade
and all various internal finishes.
Features include timber veneer joinery,
bathroom and laundry fitout, new
spotted gum stairs with frameless glass
fittings, square setting of the cornices,
Sonos surround sound, and a home
office. It also includes an outdoor
alfresco entertaining area, full render
to the external facade, and recoated
roof tiles.
An updated landscaping design has
revived and added substantial value
to this North Balgowlah home.
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THE OAKDALE PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NEW BUILD

•

Linear Wall feature panelling

•

14kw of solar panels with a Tesla
Powerwall 2 battery with single
phase back up power

HIGHLIGHTS
• T
 hermally constructed home
solar power with Tesla battery

The external Finishes include
•

Spotted Gum Laminated Feature
Gable beams

• Horse Arena & Shelters

•

Spotted Gum 130mm x 30mm
Decking

Set on 25 acres in Oakdale this new
dwelling was constructed on a traditional
bearers and joist construction with
James Hardie Scyon vertical fibre cement
cladding and metal roofing

•

Insulated walls with James Hardie
Scyon Cladding

•

Face Brick footings up to Floor Level

•

The dwelling was designed for its
thermal comfort in a rural setting where
temperatures are extreme in both the
winter and summer months.

Horse Shelters with insulated
Versiclad roof lining to match
dwelling

•

Hardwood Fencing

•

Landscaping with irrigation

The internal finishes include

•

Fire Pit

•

Concrete Bench tops

•

150,000L underground Tank

•

Polyurethane joinery throughout

•

Tongue and Groove Eterno Grande
220mm Flooring

•

Chimnees Chazelles Wood Fireplace
with Austral Burlesque Face Brickwork

The overall design intent was to use
the existing cottage farmhouse charm
and bring a modern atmosphere to the
interior and exterior through colour, form
materials and a liveable layout.

• Raked Ceilings

•

Raked Ceilings

•

Double Glazed Timber Windows by
Nicco Joinery

•

Big Ass Ceiling Fans to all Bedrooms

•

Comfort Heat in screed floor heating
to wet areas

The final design sees a combination of
reclaimed materials giving it a timless,
warm and strong pallete of playful
undertones, giving the home its point
of difference.
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THE PENRITH PROJECT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
RENOVATION
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.7 MILLION
HIGHLIGHTS

•

New first floor addition to allow for 4x
bedrooms including ensuite to each
rooms

•

A curved staircase from lobby area to
first floor

•

New double car garage

•

Gym and sauna room underground
and suspended bbq slab

•

New inground mosaic tiled swimming
pool, built with a 30mm thick glass
infinity edge wall to the river frontage

•

Extensive landscaping to the whole
property

•

River frontage tiered landscaping
with contiguous piling

• Quality interior
• Entertain by the pool
• River views
• Detailed exteriors
Known as the Wood House, this property
was previously built in 1961 and designed
by Harry Seidler. Omnistruct were
engaged for the redevelopment of this
property situated on a 1445m2 block which
backed onto the Nepean River.
The works included:
•

Demolition of part of the existing
residence

•

Extension of the ground floor of
the house accommodating larger
living space and new guest room
while preserving and matching face
brickwork

This project took a total of 16 months
from start of demolition to completion
and handover to the client.
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EXTRA
CONSIDERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT
At Omnistruct, we take great pride in knowing that our
projects are not only future-proof for our clients, but for
the environment and local community as well.

GREEN STAR
Environmentally friendly options such as ‘Green Star’
assesses the sustainable design, construction, and
operation of buildings.
By referring to these standards as we design a space,
we ensure our projects not only create a healthy and
happy environment for those who enter your spaces,
but we help you minimise your footprint to build a better,
more sustainable future for our future generations as well.

BUILDING FEATURES
At Omnistruct, we take a considered approach that
goes beyond the immediate benefits of the quality
materials we use.
From lighting to audio, acoustics to air conditioning, each
facet of our designs are in it for the long term. This ensures
a minimised impact not only on the long-term running
costs of your home, but on the environment as a whole.

SUSTAINABILITY-LED IN DESIGN
Being able to engage a builder that can offer experience
in design, construction and sustainability-led solutions,
combined with quality work and uncompromising service,
is the very reason Omnistruct exists today.
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THANK YOU
THE OMNISTRUCT TEAM
PRIDES ITSELF ON BEING
A LEADER IN INNOVATIVE,
SUSTAINABILITY-LED
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION.
REFINED AND ENHANCED
THROUGHOUT OUR MANY
YEARS HELPING FAMILIES
DREAMS COME TRUE.
Whatever your project – large or small
– allow our team to show you just what the
Omnistruct difference could mean for you.
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OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU

OMNISTRUCT BUILDING PTY LTD
E INFO@OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU A 5/19 ENTERPRISE CIRCUIT, PRESTONS, NSW 2170

P 02 9607 3577 F 02 9607 3588 ABN 89 104 892 346

BUILDING LIC. NO.156092C

@OMNISTRUCT
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